Rapid Forms is a cross industry multi-purpose forms designer, with a library of pre-built components for lightning fast build adapting to the existing object and data structure. Build engaging journeys using forms designer during on-boarding for a product or service, create appealing surveys and collect valuable feedback.

**Key Business Challenges**

- Timely collection of feedbacks & gaining customer insights
- Streamline digital CX through responsive interfaces across channels
- Ability to respond to diverse user scenarios

**Key Highlights**

- Build engaging forms for various functions by simply using drag and drop and a rich set of components from the forms designer
- Easily configurable, less time-intensive forms with intuitive UI, making it business friendly and less IT dependent
- Ability to create multi-lingual forms with our proprietary multilingual picklist component
- Flexible and Extensible framework with ability to add custom re-usable components with guided help text
- Scalable, responsive and device-friendly design with some accessibility pre-built features
KEY BENEFITS

- Re-usable and Configurable
- Promotes Citizen Developers
- Compatible with web accessibility policies like DDA disability discrimination act
- Quick Time to market
- Provides Contextual guidance & insights
- Cross industry Use case fitment
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